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I feel and see strongly a bunch of fingers that are radiating up from the floor. The base is of a smaller 
diameter than the top. It has a flat circular base on the bottom on the floor, and from it rise several 
fingers that are metal which curve outward as they rise, and the top is open but defines a larger 
diameter than the bottom does, and so this cage structure widens as it rises, the fingers spread out 
wide. It is really quite beautiful. 

The target is positive and is something good not negative. 

There is the rising of the fingers as I call them. 

Probe: A beautiful light about it. 

I choose: shape rounded arcs and repeated pattern

I choose scoring method Match Judges, keywords, rank. 

Feedback: I enter these answers (see the print screen that shows all of my entered data, the system 
does not submit my drawing so I have it on the side) and then the target photo is revealed (see print 
screen of results page) I literally gasp! It is a perfect correlation! 

I forgot to make a note of end session time but now is 2:07 PM when I have submitted my answers 
and saved the results page. 

Additional notes from 10:32 PM February 22, 2019: I did not emphasize in my written report well 
enough that the fingers (or bars as I wrote them as a keyword) are separated from one another with 
empty space in between, however the use of words like spread fingers and bars implies it anyway, 
but I wanted to make a clear note of that now afterward. 

ELEMENTS LISTING

IE. The cage structure as described above. 


